
To whom it may concern, 
I live in central city concern housing in hazelwood and see first hand what has changed with measures 
110. Of course living in subsidized housing it goes hand in hand with the housing first. I have pictures 
from my 6 windows people using drugs on the sidewalk less then 5 feet from my window. People not a 
care in the world that not only do children see this outside there windows daily but the 2nd hand smoke 
goes right into the window as well to harm a child. 
Drug deals are done out in the open and on video from the complex. It’s not normal for a young child to 
know what a drug deal is! 
People on the street are not strong enough to put the drugs down. They need support. Not support like 
housing first where they are given an apartment to trash and use drugs in freely why the state pays 
there rent. Since I am disabled my child and I have to reside in apartments next door to the people who 
use drugs daily and are clearly out of there mind due to psychosis. We have been stolen from, harassed, 
assaulted, bullet holes in our walls and couch, and  threatened to be killed by those people. When 911 
was called for because the neighbor was kicking my door saying he was going to kill my daughter and I, 
the operator said “keep the door locked and if he is able to kick the door down call us back”. As for the 
bullet holes I wasn’t even able to report that although I tried for weeks. I had another neighbor who was 
stabbed by his girlfriend and ran to my apartment bleeding because they had both been up using drugs 
for weeks. 
This is all a direct result of people on drugs, in psychosis, or doing whatever they have to do to get drugs. 
Do I think people are using or on drugs be taken to jail? No. Do I think they should be held accountable 
for the crimes they commit while using drugs? Yes. This measure 110 has done nothing for no one when 
it comes to helping people. No one is safe. 
Thank you for your time, 
Noel Beeler 
 


